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Abstract
E-commerce platforms are growing without stop nowadays. Lots of scientific research
have been employed into the evolution of these platforms, a simple example is the recom-
mendation engines that are now standard in electronic commerce websites.
However, little effort has been made to determinate whether or not a given user is more
or less prone to buy a product based on his previous actions.
The goal of this dissertation is to design and develop an automatic approach for iden-
tifying user behaviour, predicting their future actions throughout an website. Machine
Learning techniques will be applied in order to learn from click-through logs data and
predict user profitableness. Results will be studied and benchmarked in order to acknowl-
edge the best approach to identify buying users.
i
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Resumo
Plataformas de comércio digital não param de crescer nos dias de hoje. Muita investi-
gação é feita com o objetivo de evoluir estas plataformas, um simples exemplo disto são
os "motores de sugestão" que são padrão das mesmas atualmente.
No entanto, pouco esforço é feito no sentido de se tentar perceber se um utilizador é mais
ou menos propício a comprar um produto com base na sua navegação.
O objetivo desta dissertação é desenvolver uma abordagem automática para identificar
o comportamento de utilizadores, prevendo as suas ações futuras. Técnicas de Machine
Learning serão aplicadas a registos de navegação de modo a prever a rentabilidade de uti-
lizadores. Os resultados serão estudados e comparados de forma a perceber qual a melhor
abordagem para identificar utilizadores compradores.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction2
1.1 Context and Framing
E-commerce platforms are growing non-stop nowadays. Lots of scientific research have4
been employed into the evolution of e-commerce platforms, a simple example is the rec-
ommendation engines that are now standard in most e-commerce websites. However,6
little to no effort has been made to determinate whether or not a given user is more or
less prone to buy a product based on his previous actions. The importance of the use of8
Machine learning techniques in order to analyse user behaviour and support the creation
of user models has been rising since the early nineties, with the massification of the inter-10
net services usage. However, despite all the interest and demand for this task, there is no
major worldwide adoption of such a system. This is due some common issues that need12
to be overcomed to archive the desired results, such as the need for large and labeled data,
concept drift and computational complexity. While the difficulty of these problems should14
not be underestimated, several approaches have been developed and strong progress has
been made.[WPB01]16
1.2 Motivation and Goals
The value of digital marketing is directly related to the influence it has in leading the18
viewer to perform a given action, such as buying a product or registering in a website.
These actions are called conversions.20
1
Introduction
The digital marketers’ objective should be to focus publicity to users that, while receptive
to such marketing, have not yet made a decision. Given a user navigation path, it should 2
be possible to predict its future intentions, whether or not the user is interested in buying
or just scraping prices. 4
If a trustable automatic approach to understand the profile of an user and predict his
actions is successfully implemented, the consequences on the e-commerce environment 6
have the potential to be huge. For a chance, specified publicity or products recommenda-
tion can be accurately focused to the right users, this will produce a significant improve- 8
ment of the platform profit performance as well as the users experience and satisfaction.
Other than this, publicity targeted to the most valuable users might be sold at higher values 10
than regular.
The goal of this dissertation is to design and develop an automatic approach for identifying 12
user behaviour, predicting their future actions throughout an website.
In order to archive this goal, machine learning techniques will be applied in order to learn 14
from click-through logs data and infer the users tendency to buy a product or archive a
certain goal. A probabilistic model for ranking will be generated from the training data, 16
this model will be capable to predict a given user’ future behaviour.
1.3 Report Structure 18
Besides the introduction, this dissertation has three more chapters.
In chapter 3, the state of the art will be presented, with a broad presentation of the most 20
viable Machine Learning techniques.
In chapter 2 the problem is described in depth. 22
During chapter 4 the approach to find a solution to the given problem and archive the
desired results is explained. 24
In chapter 5 the resources available will be described, the obtained results will be pre-
sented and the document finalized with a conclusion. 26
2
Chapter 2
Problem Description2
In a e-Commerce environment the knowledge gathered about its userbase might be the
key to unveil new potential buyers. This work aims to develop a predictive model capable4
of classifying a new given user on whether they will be buyers or not based on knowledge
learned from the actions of existent users in the system.6
Given a log of user actions with several entries describing the action performed by the
user and respective timestamp, data will be interpreted and parsed in order to extract and8
generate relevant variables to understand if an user will archive a conversion.
Experiments will be made using several classifying algorithms as well as machine learn-10
ing techniques such as cost sensitive learning and automatic feature selection in order
to sharpen results. Different exploratory setups will be tested and improvements will be12
made after relevant insight has been gathered.
By the end of this work conclusions will be made on which variables hold the most pred-14
icative potential and which of the explored algorithms are able to archive the best results.
3
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Chapter 3
State-of-the-Art2
This dissertation work will be focused on predicting the behaviour and future actions of a4
given user using data mining techniques to learn from his past actions. These techniques
typically work by generating a predictive model given training data, the generated model6
is then capable of classifying new data.
In this case, the model will be learning from a set of users and their actions/outcomes,8
being able to classify any user according to how close he is to archive a conversion after-
wards.10
This chapter will feature the state of the art, exploiting the work existent in this area until
this point, a broad explanation of the learning approaches, followed by a specification on12
how regression and classification algorithms act. By the end of the chapter, instance rank-
ing algorithms will be approached as well as model validation techniques and machine14
learning tools.
3.0.1 Digital Marketing and e-Commerce16
A conversion in the context of online commerce is used to describe the act of a visitor
actually spending money on the site, therefore conversion rate is the amount offering18
buyers among the total of visitors.
5
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The goal of any e-commerce website is always to have a higher conversion rate which
means more profit. 2
ConversionRate =
Number o f GoalsAchieved
TotalVisits
(3.1)
Figure 3.1: Average conversion rates per industry [CRa]
As can be seen from the chart above, the eCommerce sector counts typically with a con-
version rate of around 3%. Such a low percentage conversion rate is evidence that the 4
majority of the users don’t actually buy anything.
6
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3.1 Related Work
Nowadays with the growing Internet presence and influence as a source of information,2
it is begging to be the default place for several markets and social interactions. This has
sparkled a growing interest in the study of what people actually do online and how their4
behaviour can be predicted and influenced. A good understanding of users online behavior
has become a core need for online businesses striving for survival in the environment in6
which they compete. [BS09]
Finding or inducing preferences and patterns in user behaviour to carry out a certain task8
requires a lot of study since each person has their own way to deal with a given situation.
The capability of identifying and collecting the information that can characterize a user10
profile is a crucial step to generate an approach which automatically predicts future user
behaviour. [LMJ]12
The ability to tell whether a (potential) customer will engage in online-purchasing be-
haviour during his next visit to the website provides a powerful predictive tool for elec-14
tronic marketeers that helps them in inferring the goal of their visitors and, consequently,
improve their targeting. This is considered to be among the most important steps to im-16
prove online conversion rates. [dPB05]
3.1.1 Search Engines18
Lots of effort in this area has been targeted to search engines which try to retrieve the most
relevant information in the actions of each user. A search engine that finding patterns in20
user actions and predicts their intentions is very useful so that the user gets exactly what
he wants as fast as possible, increasing the search engine accuracy and competitive edge.22
[AWBG07] [RSD+12]
7
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3.1.2 Behaviour Prediction
Costumer behaviour analysis and prediction might be done in many different ways, having 2
different focus and accounting diverse features. Studies have been conducted evaluating
the predictive power of various variables such as:[dPB05] 4
• Session frequency
• Timing 6
• Recency
• Time spent 8
• Number of pages visited
• Viewed content 10
• Demographics
Some of the variables that have been considered relevant: 12
• Total number of past visits
• Number of days since last visit 14
• Total past visit time
• The visit time of the last session 16
• Total number of clicks in the past
• Average time per click 18
• Average number of clicks in a session
• Total number of products viewed 20
• Total number of purchases ever did at the website
8
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3.1.3 Clickstream Data
Clickstream data is the collected digital record of a given platform usage through time .2
In the challenge of predicting online purchases most of the information available is click-
stream data with the information about what was selected through the navigation on the4
website and respective timestamps. With this information it should possible to establish
a connection between a user purchase and his previous behaviour. Results indicate that6
the number of visits is not diagnostic of buying propensity and that a site’s offering of
sophisticated decision aids does not guarantee an increase to the conversion rates. [SB04]8
Figure 3.2: Theoretical model of online consumer behaviour [KP06]
9
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3.2 Machine Learning
Machine Learning is an application of artificial intelligence in which large amounts of 2
data are studied by computers in order to learn new information and patterns unfindable
by human perception. It relies in several techniques to interpret, manipulate, predict and 4
learn from data.
Figure 3.3: Machine Learning Process [DMP]
3.3 Algorithm Types 6
3.3.1 Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning consists in finding hidden structure in unlabeled data. This kind 8
of learning approach can be used for classifying groups of genes based on some charac-
teristic, separating different types of articles/news on a content aggregator website. In the 10
context of this dissertation, this kind of algorithms could be useful to trim users according
to their buying preferences or behaviour, discovering different market segments. Clus- 12
tering and hidden Markov models are some of the most commonly used Unsupervised
Learning methods.[Gha04] 14
10
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3.3.2 Supervised Learning
Supervised Learning is probably the most common practice in Machine Learning, this2
kind of algorithm, such as any Unsupervised Learning algorithm, tries to find hidden
patterns in the data, the difference here is that this type of approach learns from labeled4
data in the training set, taking certain features in consideration before predicting. For
example if an e-mail spam filter were to be implemented, some importantant features to6
analyse would probably be things like: "does the the sender of the email appear in the
user contacts?", "do words like "viagra", "free", "money", or any common word used in8
e-mails labeled as spam pop up in the e-mail text?".[V.C]
This kind of problems is typically studied and developed using techniques like regression,10
classification, Support Vector Machines or Artificial Neural Networks.[Kot07]
3.3.3 Classification12
Classification is the problem of identifying which of a set of categories a given observant
belongs to. In this case, it might be whether or not a user is a buyer, or if he is interested14
in a given product.
3.3.3.1 Naive Bayes16
Naive Bayes classifiers are simple probabilistic classifiers based on bayes’ theorem and
some of the most popular and common classifier algorithms.18
A naive bayesian classifier basically assumes that the value of any feature is unrelated to
the value of any other feature, given the predictor class.20
It is a popular baseline method for text categorization or the problem of classifying doc-
uments according to its topic. With appropriate preprocessing it is competitive in this22
domain with more advanced methods like SVMs. [RSTK03]
3.3.3.2 Bayesian Network24
A Bayesian network, is a probabilistic statistical model that represents a set of random
variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG).26
11
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3.3.3.3 REPTree
Fast decision tree learner. Builds a decision/regression tree using information gain/vari- 2
ance and prunes it using reduced-error pruning (with backfitting). Only sorts values for
numeric attributes once. Missing values are dealt with by splitting the corresponding 4
instances into pieces (i.e. as in C4.5).[wek]
3.3.3.4 Random Forest 6
Random Forests are an ensemble learning method which generates the model by con-
structing several trees and gathering their individual output. [Bre01] 8
The training algorithm for random forests applies the technique of bagging to tree learn-
ers, from a training set bagging repeatedly selects a bootstrap sample of the training set 10
and fits trees to these samples.
Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating) is applied to improve stability and accuracy of ML 12
algorithms, it also reduces variance and helps to avoid overfitting. The basic idea of
bootstrapping is that inference about a population from sample data can be modelled by 14
re-sampling the sample data and re-performing inference.
Random Forests also use a modified tree learning algorithm that selects, for each candi- 16
date split in the learning process, a random subset of the features. The reason for doing
this is the correlation of the trees in an ordinary bootstrap sample: if one or a few features 18
are very strong predictors for the predictor variable , these features will be selected in
many of the trees, causing them to become correlated. 20
[JWHT13]
3.3.3.5 Artificial Neural Network 22
There is no single formal definition of what an artificial neural network is. Commonly, a
class of statistical models may be called "neural" if they consist of sets of neurons con- 24
nected with adaptive weights, tuned by a learning algorithm and are capable of approxi-
mating non-linear functions of their inputs. This kind of algorithm can be used either in 26
Supervised or Unsupervised Learning problems.
12
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Input #1
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Figure 3.4: Artificial Neural Network example[AAN]
An ANN is typically defined by three types of parameters:
• The interconnection pattern between the different layers2
• The learning process for updating the weights of the interconnections
• The activation function that converts a neuron’s weighted input to its output activa-4
tion
The training of a neural network model is an important step in order to have accurate6
results, there are several algorithms capable of this task, the most common implementa-
tions are straightforward applications of a mathematical optimization, which consists of8
maximizing or minimizing a real function with input values from the data set.
3.3.4 Regression10
Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating relationships between variables,
more specifically a regression analysis helps with the study of the behaviour of a depen-12
dent variable given the variation of independent ones, therefore aiming to understanding
certain patterns and behaviours in the data. The output of a regression analysis is a con-14
tinuous value, while the output of a classification is a discrete value - a label (class) from
a finite set.16
13
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3.4 Model Validation
In order to test and compare each model’s predictive performance, there is the need to 2
measure the results given by each algorithm.
3.4.1 Measures 4
3.4.1.1 F-score
The F-score is a measure of accuracy in statistical analysis of binary classification, it con- 6
siders both the Precision (p) and the Recall (r) in order to compute a score:
8
p = number o f correct resultsnumber o f all returned results
10
r = number o f correct resultsthe number o f results that should have been returned
12
F-score = 2 ∗ p ∗ rp + r
Precision (p) is the fraction of the results that were actually predicted correctly, this 14
can be useful to verify which algorithm is more "trustable", since higher the precision is,
higher the percentage of true positives and lower the amount of false positives. 16
Recall (r) is the fraction of relevant results that were successfully found. In the context
of this dissertation this value might be useful to perceive the probability of a said algorithm 18
to perform right and retrieve the right users.
3.4.1.2 Mean Average Precision (MAP) 20
By computing a precision and recall at every position in the ranked sequence of results,
it is possible to obtain a precision-recall curve. plotting precision p(r) as a function of 22
recall r. Average precision (AveP) is the average value of p(r) from r = 0 to r = 1:
24
14
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AveP =
∫ 1
0 p(r)dr
2
Mean average precision is basically the average of the average precisions of all results:
4
MAP =
∑Qq=1 AveP(q)
Q
6
Where Q is the total number of results and AveP(q) is the average precision of a given
result.8
3.4.2 Techniques
3.4.2.1 Cross-Validation10
Cross-Validation is a model validation technique to study how accurately a predictive
model will perform in practice, assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will gen-12
eralize to an independent data set. One round of cross-validation involves partitioning
the dataset into several subsets, then using some subsets to train the model and the re-14
maining ones to test its performance. In order to improve the evaluation of the model,
several rounds of cross-validation should be performed, using different partitions of the16
dataset.[Koh95]
3.4.2.2 K-fold Cross-Validation18
In K-fold Cross-Validation, the original dataset is sampled into k equal size subsets, of the
k generated sets, one will be chosen for testing and the other k − 1 subsets will be used20
for training the model. This process will be repeated k times in which each subsample
will be chosen for testing once.22
3.4.2.3 Test File
Testing the a model performance can be done by simply trying to predict information24
from a new set of instances, this is useful when there is an abundance of data and it is
better to use different data instead of testing with selections of the training set.26
15
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3.5 Tools and Programming languages
3.5.1 WEKA 2
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) is a workbench which contains a
collection of visualization tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modelling. 4
Developed by the University of Waikato, New Zealand, is a free software available under
the GNU General Public License. 6
3.5.2 R
Product of a GNU project, R is a free programming language and software environment 8
for statistical computing and graphics, it’s an implementation of the S programming lan-
guage combined with lexical scoping semantics inspired by Scheme. It is widely used for 10
data mining purposes.
3.5.3 RapidMiner 12
One of the most popular software for data analysis, RapidMiner provides an integrated
environment for machine learning, data mining, text mining, predictive and business ana- 14
lytics. It is used for business and industrial applications as well as for research, education,
training, rapid prototyping, and application development and supports all steps of the data 16
mining process including results visualization, validation and optimization.[HK13]
16
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3.6 Conclusion
During this chapter the basics of Machine Learning were explored. Different approaches2
to learning how to learn from data have been presented, regression and classification have
been explained. Numerous algorithms have been listed, also some model validation tech-4
niques are described, as well as the tools that will be used thought this dissertation.
After the dataset has been properly analysed, the correct ML algorithms have been ap-6
plied and the results verified and studied, it should be possible to assert an estimation on
a given user’s impulse to buy, the output should be a percentage value so that it is easily8
perceived.
Limitations might come up, being from the lack of data, the performance of the algo-10
rithms, or any other issue during the work of this dissertation, these obstacles need to be
overcomed and will be part of the study of the subject.12
17
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Chapter 4
Approach2
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the approach used to study the problem of learning from user actions and4
classifying them on whether they will be buyers or not will be presented. There will be
a broad overview of the tool used during the development of this work, an explanation6
of the data selections made from the temporal analysis of the dataset. Feature Selection,
Cost Sensitive Learning will be explained, as well as the techniques used to validate the8
predictive models.
4.2 Tools10
The tools used for archiving this work were the WEKA framework which contains imple-
mentations of the used classification algorithms (Naive Bayes, BayesNet, Random Forest12
and REPtree, mentioned on chaper 3). The file parsers created during the work develop-
ment were implemented in Java and the auxiliary database was created in sqlite3.14
19
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4.3 Dataset Parsing
In order to have predictive models trained and tested, files with the relevant data must be 2
created. There is therefore the need to parse the raw dataset in order to easily manipulate
the data and construct the desired files. 4
In the dataset presented some irregularities with the representation of information were
found. Sometimes there were multiple actions represented in a single info={...}, also 6
usually "" are the characters used to delimit strings contained in info there are however
cases in which ” is used. Other kinds of errors showed up such as this: 8
1 001634DB14972865 12/08/2013 10:23:56 Demographics 184879931203 info="{’ 10
productid’:’5700381683117’,’productname’:’Mustang 28\" damecykel Model
Dagmar - creme’,’categoryname’:’ukendt’,’categoryid’:’ukendt’,’step 12
’:’adf.Steps.Purchase’}"
14
where we have ïn the middle of the string with the purpose of meaning "inches", however
this character easily causes the JSON parser to choke on errors. in order to solve this, 16
regular expressions were implemented in order to sanitize the input.
After being able to parse the raw dataset, the information was inserted into a SQL database 18
in order to be able to easily retrieve specific queries from the data. The database scheme
used: 20
• userid text
• time datetime 22
• productid text
• productname text 24
• categoryid text
• categoryname text 26
• step text
• hour integer 28
• weekday integer
20
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4.4 Temporal Sliding Window
In order to emulate a real running environment, the data was separated by sliding win-2
dows, each one having a training period (past), a cooldown period (present) and a pre-
diction period (future). The sliding window moves the length of the prediction period4
every iteration.
The model will be trained with the information gathered in the training period about each6
user’s views, basket actions and categories viewed, having several features extracted from
this period, the goal is to predict purchases in the prediction period. The cooldown period8
represents the "present" period during which the algorithm is running and it might be
possible to focus advertisement efforts, being them simply suggestions in the website or10
a email remainder about some product or promotion of interest in order to persuade the
user to buy.12
Figure 4.1: Sliding Window Division
21
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4.5 Feature Selection
For the machine learning process to work properly, the most relevant features in the data 2
to archive the desired goal must be acknowledged. In order to do this, after each model
construction and testing the results should be studied and interpreted given the data un- 4
derstanding, learned insights must be used to extract new features from the data.
In the early phases of this work, the features selected to train the algorithms were quite 6
simple, the attributes gathered for each given user per sliding window were :
• The amount of views the user made during the training period 8
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user during the training period
• The amount of categories viewed by the user during the training period 10
• The total amount of actions during the training period
• Whether or not the user bought anything during the prediction period (1 or 0) 12
The data was processed by the algorithms and the yielded results studied, given the un-
satisfactory results, new features were generated from the data and added to the training 14
data to improve the outcome:
• The amount of views in the last 24 hours before the cooldown period 16
• The amount of views in the last 48 hours before the cooldown period
• The amount of views in the last 72 hours before the cooldown period 18
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user 24 hours before the cooldown
period 20
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user 48 hours before the cooldown
period 22
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user 72 hours before the cooldown
period 24
22
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Still not happy with he results, more parameters were created. This time trying to establish
a pattern between habits of the user and the rush to buy by analysing the activity of each2
weekday and each hour of the day:
• The amount of views the user made each weekday during the training period (x7)4
• The amount of views the user made each hour of the day during the training period
(x24)6
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user each weekday during the
training period (x7)8
• The amount of items added to the basket by the user each hour of the day during
the training period (x24)10
There are available in WEKA automatic approaches to retrieve a more relevant subset of
features to the predictor class. The algorithms of choice were:12
CfsSubsetEval Evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the individ-
ual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them.14
Subsets of features that are highly correlated with the class while having low intercorre-
lation are preferred.16
BestFirst : Searches the space of attribute subsets by greedy hillclimbing augmented
with a backtracking facility. Setting the number of consecutive non-improving nodes18
allowed controls the level of backtracking done. Best first may start with the empty set of
attributes and search forward, or start with the full set of attributes and search backward, or20
start at any point and search in both directions (by considering all possible single attribute
additions and deletions at a given point).22
23
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4.6 Cost Sensitive Learning
A classifier is trained from a set of training examples with class labels which are discrete 2
and finite, and can be used to predict the class labels from new examples. However, most
original classification algorithms pursue to minimize the error rate: the percentage of the 4
incorrect prediction of class labels. They ignore the difference between types of misclas-
sification errors, they implicitly assume that all misclassification errors cost equally. In 6
Cost Sensitive Learning, the misclassification errors costs are taken into consideration,
being the goal to minimize the total cost. Therefore, in order to minimize a given error its 8
cost must be increased.[SW10]
10
Classified as –> Negative (Non-Buyer) Positive (Buyer)
Actual Negative (Non-Buyer) True Negative False Positive
Actual Positive (Buyer) False Negative True Positive
Table 4.1: Confusion Matrix
In the context of this dissertation, we aim to detect the biggest amount of buyers while
maintaining consistent predictions, therefore in order to obtain the minimum amount of 12
unidentified buyers (buyers classified as non-buyers), the error that should be minimized
is the False Negative error. 14
By raising the cost of a given error this error will happen less, this however is a trade-off
because a unbalanced matrix will make other kinds of error rise, the key is to find an 16
equilibrium in the cost matrix so that the desired results are archived.
24
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4.7 Model Validation
With a large dataset of users and their given actions, a lot of approaches might be used to2
test the generated model, such as cross validation or percentage split, however these meth-
ods will use actions of the same user to train and test, this will stain the results. Therefore4
the gathered data will be separated having 2/3 of each kind of user (buyer / non buyer) to
train the model and the rest for testing.6
This ML problem is unbalanced because there is a disproportional amount of non buyers8
to buyers, therefore some statistics that could be useful to validate a common model such
as the percentage of correctly classified instances, might not be that useful for this case.10
If a model classifies all the users as non buyers it would have a very high percentage of
correctly classified instances, however it would not serve the goal of identifying buyers.12
Precision (p) is the fraction of the results that were actually predicted correctly, this
can be useful to verify which models are more "trustable", since higher the precision is,14
higher the percentage of true positives and lower the amount of false positives.
Recall (r) is the fraction of relevant results that were successfully found. In the context16
of this dissertation this value is useful to perceive the probability of a said algorithm to
perform accordingly and retrieve most of the actual buyers18
Being that the goal is to identify users who are more prone to buy, recall will give us
information about of how many of the total buyers were detected. Therefore, since we are20
aiming for detecting the maximum amount of buyers, results with high recall are good,
there is however the need to take care about precision values when using cost sensitive22
learning, for example if all of the users were classified as buyers recall would have a value
of 1 but precision would be something alike 0. We are then trying to detect the maximum24
amount of the buyers without generating too many false positives, in order to archive good
results, there should be an equilibrium between high recall and a good precision.26
25
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Chapter 5
Data and Experimentation2
5.1 The Dataset
Given a log of user data containing information about each user action in the website,4
the goal is to apply machine learning techniques in order to generate a prediction model
capable of classifying a new user as buyer or non-buyer based on their previous actions.6
This log contains several entries with the timestamp of the action, respective user ID and
action description. This information after analysed and processed accordingly will be the8
key to retrieve relevant features to create the predictive model.
27
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5.1.1 Data Analysis
The data of the user actions used in this dissertation is represented in a log file by this 2
kind of syntax:
4
1 00003870D3D023D7 05/13/2013 14:39:46 info={"productid":"699965011185"
,"productname":"Product9","categoryid":"8c944d7c-1999-4f17-9a60-0297327 6
c7d95","categoryname":"Brcdristere","step":"adf.Steps.View"}
2 8
3 00003870D3D023D7 05/27/2013 08:25:49 info={"productid":"8710103552277
","productname":"Productf","categoryid":"ukendt","categoryname":"ukendt 10
","step":"adf.Steps.Basket"}
4 12
5 0001A1DF3F76ABAB 11/06/2013 14:01:31 info=undefined
6 14
7 0001A1DF3F76ABAB 11/06/2013 14:01:35 info="{’productid
’:’7340011412243’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’},{’productid 16
’:’5700380657546’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’},{’productid
’:’3519280012681’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’},{’productid 18
’:’5700382379880’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’},{’productid
’:’619743724243’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’},{’productid 20
’:’8710103268192’,’step’:’adf.Steps.Category’}"
22
The first part of each line (e.g. 00003870D3D023D7 ) is the ID of the user doing the
action, next is the date of the given action (e.g. 05/13/2013 14:39:46 ) and following 24
info={...} is basicaly a json representation of the information of the action including the
product ID, the product name, category ID and the type of action performed: 26
• "adf.Steps.View" - Represents the action of viewing a certain item
• "adf.Steps.Basket" - Represents the action of adding a certain item to the basket 28
• "adf.Steps.Category" - Represents the action of viewing a certain category of prod-
ucts 30
• "adf.Steps.Purchase" - Represents the action of purchasing a certain item
28
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5.1.2 Statistical Analysis
After parsing, the generated database has a total of 20327500 entries, with 4362250 prod-2
uct views, 140586 baskets, 15473906 category views and 23154 purchases.
With a total of 923779 users each user averages 5.8973 product views, 2.2847 different4
categories seen, 3.3445 items added to the basket and 1.4503 purchases, which make an
average of 22.0047 pages seen per user.6
Having 15965 buyers from the total of 923779 implies that the current purchase conver-
sion rate of the website is 1.728% . This value is inferior to the 3% average conversion8
rate of most e-Commerce websites found in the statistical survey from figure 3.0.1 on
page 6.10
5.2 Experimentation
As said before in this report, from various techniques to test models the elected one was12
the construction of a auxiliary test file, having 1/3 of the users, the other 2/3 of the users
is used for learning. This makes it so that the same user is never used for learning and14
testing at the same time avoiding stained results.
5.2.1 Tools16
All the results present in this chapter were obtained using the WEKA framework and its
implementation of some classifier algorithms and other tools:18
• Naive Bayes
• BayesNet20
• REPTree
• Random Forest22
• Cost Sensitive Learning
• Attribute Evaluation and Selection24
29
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The machine in which the tests ran has the following configuration:
• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM @ 2.2GHz 2
• Ram: 6 Gb
• Hard Drive:WD5000BPVT 500GB 5400 RPM 8MB Cache SATA 3.0Gb/s 4
• Operative System: Windows 8.1 Pro 64-bit
The graphics shown have been generated using R ( Weka and R have been mentioned in 6
3.5).
5.2.2 Baseline 8
In the early phases simple features were selected, the objective at the time is to have a
baseline of results to study and improve. Given this, a simple selection of feature was 10
made, models were trained and tested.
The selected features were: 12
• number of product views
• number of items added to the basket 14
• number of different categories seen by the user
• the total amount of actions 16
• purchases
At this time, the values for the temporal sliding window are fixed with: 18
• 2 weeks of training period
• 1 hour of cooldown period 20
• 1 week of prediction period
Variations to the temporal window setup will be made after a selection of relevant features 22
is archived.
30
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5.2.2.5 Conclusions
As it can be easily perceived, the algorithm predictions were not very effective at this2
stage, as almost none retrieved relevant results, the only who identified any buyer was the
naive bayes and it only found 64 out of the 1080 buyers. This is ok since it was the first4
batch of results, now we have a baseline to improve.
Figure 5.1: Baseline results
35
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5.2.3 Adding new features - recent days analysis
Since the bad results with with first set of features, new features were extracted from the 2
data, in this case there were added variables with information about the most recent days
of usage, analysing the last 24, 48 and 72 hours of usage before the cooldown period. This 4
was done because recent actions might be more strongly co-related to the near future.
The same algorithms were executed and the following features were added: 6
• views24 - amount of product views in the last 24 hours
• views48 - amount of product views in the last 48 hours 8
• views72 - amount of product views in the last 72 hours
• baskets24 - amount of products added to the cart in the last 24 hours 10
• baskets48 - amount of products added to the cart in the last 48 hours
• baskets72 - amount of products added to the cart in the last 72 hours 12
36
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5.2.3.5 Conclusions
In this iteration of results the algorithm which performed the best was the Bayesian Net-2
work, and the Naive Bayes results improved, either way results are still not identifying
enough buyers. Being that the Tree based algorithms have been failed continuously, still4
not detecting buyers (Random Forests actually identified one buyer, but it’s irrelevant).
Overall results have improved, which means recent actions are actually more relevant to6
predict a near future.
Figure 5.2: Recent days analysis
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5.2.4 Adding new features - weekly and hourly analysis
For this round of results there will be added time analysis of the user actions related to 2
their habits, namely the amount of views and baskets actions per hour of each day and
day of the week. 4
The following features were added:
• views(0-23)h - total of product views per hour of the day, 24 total variables (views0h, 6
views1h, ... , views23h)
• baskets(0-23)h - total of products added to the basket per hour of the day, 24 total 8
variables (baskets0h, baskets1h, ... , baskets23h)
• views(0-6)w - total of product views per day of the week, 7 total variables (views0w, 10
views1w, ... , views6w)
• baskets(0-6)w - total of products added to the basket per day of the week, 7 total 12
variables (baskets0w, baskets1w, ... , baskets6w)
42
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5.2.4.5 Conclusions
Results have improved somewhat, tree algorithms still unable to predict purchases. One2
can therefore say that the habits analysis has improved results, however with such a big
set of features maybe the most relevant ones are not being taken as such, so we should4
evaluate which features are the most valuable.
Figure 5.3: Weekly and hourly analysis results
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5.2.5 Attribute Evaluation and Selection
In order to optimize results key variables must be found between the lot gathered until 2
now, in order to do this and retrieve the most relevant subset of features to the predictor
variable, automatic feature selection algorithms have been used, namely CfsSubsetEval 4
(using BestFirst as the search algorithm) referenced in section 4.5.
Selected attributes (22): 6
1. baskets
2. baskets24 8
3. baskets48
4. baskets6h 10
5. baskets7h
6. baskets8h 12
7. baskets9h
8. baskets10h 14
9. baskets11h
10. baskets15h 16
11. baskets16h
12. baskets17h 18
13. baskets18h
14. baskets19h 20
15. baskets20h
16. baskets0w 22
17. baskets1w
18. baskets2w 24
19. baskets3w
20. baskets4w 26
21. baskets5w
22. baskets6w 28
As it can be easily perceived, the selected attributes were all basket actions, it actually
makes sense that basket actions are co-related with purchases. Also one might notice that 30
although statistics from all weekdays was selected some hourly statistics were left out,
this might be due the hours with more action on the website being more relevant. 32
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5.2.5.5 Conclusions
Tree algorithms have yet failed to retieve any buyers. Random forest decreased the2
amount of false positives, however. The results from Naive Bayes and BayesNet did
not chance much.4
Figure 5.4: Automatic attribute selection results
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5.2.6 Changing the time window
In order to improved results, experimentations with the duration of each period of the time 2
window have been done. using the last configuration the algorithms were executed again
but with different sliding window configurations. 4
Original Time Window
• Training Period - 2 Weeks 6
• Cooldown Period - 1 Hour
• Prediction Period - 1 Week 8
Time Window 2
• Training Period - 4 Weeks 10
• Cooldown Period - 2 Hours
• Prediction Period - 2 Weeks 12
Time Window 3
• Training Period - 8 Weeks 14
• Cooldown Period - 4 Hours
• Prediction Period - 4 Weeks 16
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5.2.6.9 Conclusions
Figure 5.5: Time Window 2 Performance
Figure 5.6: Time Window 3 Performance
As it can be seen through precision and recall values for positive values of the predictor2
variable, the dataset with the Time Window 2 outperformed the other in almost every
algorithm. from this one can acknowledge that messing around with the time window4
values actually takes an impacts on the results.
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5.2.7 Cost Sensitive learning
As described in section 4.6, with Cost Sensitive learning we are able to tell the algo- 2
rithms which errors we want to minimize, in this case the false negative errors should be
minimized, this is because the false negative errors correspond to actual buyers classi- 4
fied as non-buyers. We experimented with several values on the cost matrix in order to
understand the threshold of values which retrieve good results. 6
Since the Time Window 2 got the better results until now, its configuration of 4 Weeks for
the Training Period, 2 Hours for the Cooldown Period and 2 Weeks of Prediction Period 8
will be used in the upcoming tests.
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In conclusion Naive Bayes was able to detect a relevant amount of buyers out of the ,
improving results from the last iterations. Higher cost matrix values seem to not influence 2
much the results of this algorithm, since there is a sightly noticeable difference between
its execution with a value for false positives in the cost matrix of 1000 to 10000, and little 4
to no difference from 10000 to 100000.
Figure 5.7: Naive Bayes with cost sensitive learning
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In Conclusion results were pretty decent, an recall of 0,334 means that 33.4% of the
buyers were found with a precision of 29%As can be easily seen, little to no variation in 2
results takes place while changing the cost matrix from 400 up to 750. However when
setting the cost matrix value to 800 or, more results begin to lose quality as the precision 4
drops to 0.3%
Figure 5.8: BayesNet with cost sensitive learning
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Data and Experimentation
In Conclusion Random forests actually delivered decent results, vast improvements
from the previous execution which have failed to detect a single buyer. However if the2
cost matrix value goes higher than 420 bad predictions appear as the prediction drops.
Figure 5.9: Random Forest with Cost Sensitive Learning
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In conclusion REPTree archives good predictions until the cost matrix value for the
false positives is higher than 410, after this precision drops hard. 2
Figure 5.10: REPTree with Cost Sensitive Learning
5.2.7.5 Conclusion
Cost Sensitive Learning improved the outcome of the algorithms by a significant margin, 4
being that the Random Forests Algorithm which had failed to retrieve relevant entries until
then actually detected an acceptable amount of buyers. BayesNet and REPTree however 6
were the ones that archived better results having BayesNet obtained a recall for buyers of
33,4% and REPTree of 33%, both with a precision of 2,7%. 8
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work2
6.1 Conclusions
Given the problem of classifying an user as buyer or not given data containing information4
about each user action in the website, the goal of applying machine learning techniques
in order to generate a prediction model from this data has been archived.6
From the log which contained several entries of user actions we were able to extract
crucial data for the prediction task at hand, this data was used to train several models and8
the important features got refined along a series of iteration, machine learning techniques
such as cost sensitive learning have been applied to the models so that the results might10
improve. One can therefore say the goal has been archived.
6.2 What could improve / Future Work12
Although relevant results have been archived, there is always room for improvements.
Quality data and key feature extraction are crucial for ensuring a good machine learning14
process, for this there is the need to have a good understanding knowledge of the avalil-
able data. This does now happen everytime, for example, during the work there was no16
idea of how the product categories were actually discriminated, e.g. we did not knew
whether a category would describe a "section" of products or a specific brand, maybe if18
the knowledge about the specificness of categories was available more prediction vari-
ables could be extracted from the data about the categories seen by the users.20
Still on the feature creation subject, demographic information about the users such as
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genre, age and country could have come in handy to perceive buying tendencies in prod-
uct lines targeted for a specified public. 2
As implied in 5.1.2 the conversion rate presented in the studied dataset is inferior to the
average conversion rate found in the e-Commerce environment. Maybe if the ratio of 4
buyers to non buyers was higher, which would lead to a more well balanced dataset, it
could have a positive impact on the predictions. 6
In order construct new predictive models with higher performance different new features
should be extracted from the dataset, as well as more algorithms and experimental setups 8
should be tested and evaluated. The concept of "session" as an interval of time during
which the user is using the platform and the buying history of the users are some of the 10
features that were not taken in consideration during this work and might hold predictive
capabilities if explored correctly. 12
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